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From: Quinn, Laura
Sent: Monday, July 25, 2011 10:18 AM
To: Norman Meadow
Subject: RE: CC#3 - Contention 10C

Dr. Meadow, 
No one else has expressed interest to me about supporting any of the parties positions in the hearing.  Also I wanted to 
let you that this filings I sent you had mailing lists with them and they provided mailing addresses to the Commission 
Secretary and the Board Secretary.  Those I believe are the addresses to use to make a request for a limited appearance 
if that is something you are still interested in doing. 
Hope that helps 
Laura   
 

From: Norman Meadow [mailto:meadownd@jhu.edu]  
Sent: Sunday, July 24, 2011 10:44 PM 
To: Quinn, Laura 
Subject: Re: CC#3 - Contention 10C 
 
Hi Laura, 
 
I've been looking into Contention 10C using the files that you sent to me and have some thoughts that might be 
meaningful.  Can you tell me if anyone else has shown interest in supporting the NRC staff's position? 
 
I read 10 CFR part 2.315 (Participation by a Person Not a Party) as you suggested below.  The web page 
mentions oral or written statements and amicus curiae briefs, but it says nothing about how or whom to contact 
in the ASLB with my request.  Can you explain? 
 
Norm 
 
At 08:33 AM 6/23/2011, you wrote: 

Thread-index: Acvelu3BGu/10n4bRtOrTL4Mj6r2TxTCUmnw 
acceptlanguage: en-US 
X-IronPort-Anti-Spam-Filtered: true 
X-IronPort-Anti-Spam-Result: 
 AhoAAOMxA06UuLApkWdsb2JhbABSEIJBlTOPGhQBAQEBCQsLBxQFIMkJhi0EoUlT 
X-IronPort-AV: E=Sophos;i="4.65,413,1304308800";   d="scan'208,217";a="75192670" 
X-IronPort-AV: E=Sophos;i="4.65,413,1304308800";   d="scan'208,217";a="42403427" 
X-MS-Has-Attach: 
X-MS-TNEF-Correlator: 
 
Dr. Meadows, 
The ASLB has not determine the schedule for the environmental contested hearing but it is on the agenda for a 
July 7, 2011, ASLB prehearing/meeting.  On July 7, 2011, the Board will be hearing oral arguments on foreign 
ownership (another admitted contention in addition to the one on energy alternatives) and will also discuss the 
schedule for the environmental contention on energy alternatives.  I wanted to let you know in case you wanted 
to attend, if not I can just tell you what the schedule/dates will be for the hearing (probably will be sometime in 
Jan/Feb 2012).  The Prehearing will be here at NRC headquarters on July 7, 2011, and members of the public 
can attend and listen to the arguments (but cannot speak).  In order to speak to the board, the ASLB must 
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approve a request for what is called a “limited appearance”  which they typically do if there is a lot of public 
interest.  The limited appearance is typically a few weeks before the actually hearing will take place.  The 
regulations that explain how to make a limited appearance request are found at 10 CFR Part 2.315. 
Hope that helps, 
Laura   
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